
Dappier Partners with The Publisher Desk to
Deliver AI-Powered Content Discovery and
Monetization

Dappier - Monetize your content and data across the

new internet

The Publisher Desk tapped Dappier to

make brands’ content ‘LLM-ready’,

deploying branded AI agents to improve

search and enable data access for any AI

endpoint.

AUSTIN, TX, USA, May 17, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Dappier, a

leading provider of AI-powered content

discovery and monetization solutions,

today announced a strategic

partnership with The Publisher Desk, a fully integrated audience development and content

monetization partner to digital publishers. Through this partnership, Dappier will provide The

Publisher Desk’s extensive brand and customer portfolio with a suite of AI-powered solutions,

making their content LLM-ready for the next generation of Internet search and discovery.

We’re excited to work with

Dappier to deliver AI search

and recommendation

experiences across our

platforms, improving user

experience & ensuring our

content is accessible

wherever readers search.”

Christopher Ward, CRO of The

Publisher Desk

Dappier will empower 35M+ The Publisher Desk network

readers across leading news & interests destinations

with:

-Contextual Recommendation Engine: Dappier enables The

Publisher Desk branded AI agents and search experiences

to surface smart recommendations based on users’

content habits & queries. 

-AI-Driven Improved Search: Dappier’s AI-powered site

search enables users to easily find the content they are

looking for with deeper insight for any query, improving

user experience and satisfaction.

-Content discovery across AI endpoints: Dappier makes it easy for The Publisher Desk to deliver

and license their brands’ real-time content updates to AI developers in an LLM-ready format,

introducing a new revenue stream for web publishers and making it possible for any user to

access The Publisher Desk content regardless of where they’re searching from. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://dappier.com
http://publisherdesk.com


“We are thrilled to launch with The Publisher Desk to empower their brands with a next-gen

strategy for integrating and monetizing generative AI tech,” said Dan Goikhman, CEO of Dappier.

“Every brand is thinking about how they can ensure that their content is discoverable in an AI-

driven Internet, and we’re excited to deliver that solution for The Publisher Desk.”

“The Publisher Desk powers leading destinations for readers online looking for the latest in

sports, news, lifestyle, and more,” said Christopher Ward, CRO of The Publisher Desk, “We’re

excited to work with Dappier to deliver AI search and recommendation experiences across our

platforms, improving our user experience with deeper insights and ensuring that our content is

accessible no matter where readers are searching.”

Dappier & The Publisher Desk founders Dan & Chris are both members of Hampton, a private

network for high-growth founders. Connecting via Hampton, the new partnership will enable The

Publisher Desk brands to ensure that their content is accessible from any AI agent or endpoint.

As a result, AI developers can instantly connect their custom GPTs or LLM-driven AI apps to

relevant news articles & blogs, reducing the potential for hallucinations and providing more

detailed, useful results. Dappier is already powering improved AI-driven content

recommendation across The Publisher Desk sites to increase user engagement and serve

readers with even more relevant articles. 

To learn more about readying your brand for AI revenue streams and deploying your own AI

agent, visit Dappier.com.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/712440492
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